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Abstract: Lean Manufacturing is a concept frequently used by industries in order to reduce costs and for improve quality 
in manufacturing operations. Lean Manufacturing is a multi-step process to identify and prioritize waste in the form of 
non-value-adding activities also provides guidelines to reduce or eliminate these wastes. This paper presents
implementation of Standard work enabler of Lean Manufacturing in a manufacturing system .In due course of 
implementation of Standard work enabler of Lean manufacturing; machine-work is separated from operator-work so 
that machines work independently as much as possible. Standard work combination tables specify exactly how all work is 
performed. Practical examples of takt time calculation, standardization of work including flow improvement with 
introduction of U-shaped lines, kaizen, visual management, and lost time analysis are reviewed. In Standard work value 
chain of one manufacturing cell is mapped in terms of flow of material, deployment of operator and utilization of man 
and machine is reviewed. Basic information about man and machines are recorded and analyzed hence making Standard 
work a dominating tool in Lean manufacturing implementation. This paper is an attempt to present real life example of 
improvement gained through implementation of Standard work enabler.

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to discuss the measurable Impact of implementation of Standard work enabler of 
Lean Manufacturing on operational performance.

Keywords: Operational performance, Lean Manufacturing; Lean Manufacturing elements, Lean manufacturing 
enablers, Standard work.

I INTRODUCTION

Lean Manufacturing got originated in Japan, where it has been in practice since the early 1970’s. It was developed 
and perfected by Taiichi Ohno of Toyota, who is now referred to as the father of Lean Manufacturing. Taiichi Ohno 
developed this philosophy as a means of meeting customer demands with minimum delays. Thus, in the older days, 
Lean Manufacturing is used not to reduce manufacturing wastage, but primarily to produce goods so that customer 
orders are met exactly when they need the products.
     
Lean Manufacturing is also known as stockless production, since the key behind a successful implementation of 
Lean Manufacturing is the reduction of inventory levels at the various stations of the production line to the absolute 
minimum [23]. This requires good coordination between work stations such that every station produces only the 
exact volume that the next station needs [26]. On the other hand, a station pulls in only the exact volume that it 
needs from the previous station [21]. 
     
The Lean Manufacturing system consists of defining the production flow and setting up the production floor such 
that the flow of materials as they get manufactured through the line is smooth and unobstructed, thereby reducing 
material waiting time[14].  This requires that the capacities of the various work stations that the materials pass 
through are very evenly matched and balanced, such that bottle necks in the production line are eliminated. This set-
up ensures that the materials will undergo manufacturing without queuing or stoppage [16]. Lean Manufacturing 
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finds the large amount of applicability in the operations or production flows which are repetitive in nature. An 
example of this would be an automobile component production or assembly lines, wherein every part undergoes the 
same production process as the one before it. 

Nordin et al explained Lean Manufacturing as a management philosophy aimed at eliminating manufacturing wastes 
by producing only the right amount and combination of parts at the right place at the right time [18]. This is based 
on the fact that wastes result from any activity that adds cost without adding value to the product, such as 
transferring of inventories from one place to another or even the mere act of storing them. The aim of Lean 
Manufacturing, therefore, is to minimize the presence of non-value-adding activities and non-moving inventories in 
the production line [19]. This will result in shorter throughput times, better on-time delivery performance, higher 
equipment utilization, lesser space requirement, lower costs, and greater profits.     
      

II LITERATURE REVIEW

Lean Manufacturing is widely regarded as an excellent tool for reducing costs and cycle times, and for improving 
quality in manufacturing operations. Lean Manufacturing is defined to be an umbrella term for a number of 
techniques like Production Leveling, Pull System, Kanban system, 5S, Small Lot Production, Setup Time 
Reduction, Total Preventive Maintenance, Line Balancing, flexible manufacturing and Small-group Activities 
whose purpose is to improve product quality and cost by eliminating all waste in the production system [32]. Now-a-
days shorter product life cycles and increased demands for customization make it difficult to produce different 
models of products on traditional production lines. Often the best that can be done is to produce them in batch flow 
systems that have been improved through the incorporation of line flow principles[24]. This is one-piece flow 
manufacturing. Traditional cells with irregular material flows are replaced by U-shaped production lines. In the U-
shaped lines also, problem starts when higher changeover and setup times, unbalanced manufacturing cells, lower 
effectiveness of the equipments exists. Adoption of continual improvements environment can reduce the problem 
where setup, changeover times are reduced to negligible, flow is regular and paced by a cycle time and is controlled 
by pull signals lines are operated as mixed-model lines and each station is able to produce any product.

Lean Manufacturing is implemented to leverage the competency by eliminating waste and non-value adding 
activities from the manufacturing system [34]. Waste can be in the form of overproduction, defects, excess 
inventory, inadequate processing, excessive transportation, waiting and unnecessary motion [42]. Lean 
Manufacturing has potential to improve operational efficiencies, quality and financial performance of the industry
[18]. Some out of many objectives of Lean Manufacturing is utilization of equipment and space more efficiently 
which results in increased output from their existing facilities.

Increasing global competition has forced the business houses and manufacturing organisation to seek new ways to 
enlarge a competitive edge [12]. Indian manufacturers have also been taking on innovative manufacturing 
approaches, managerial philosophies, and information technologies to survive in the emerging competitive market.
However Indian industries have started its implementation on wide spread observing benefits gained by companies 
those who implemented Lean manufacturing and gained competitive edges over competitors. Due to its limited 
implementation full benefit of Lean Manufacturing on performance is not yet to be tested by Indian industry [18].
Before an organization enjoys with the benefits of Lean Manufacturing, it must adopt and practice Lean 
Manufacturing as an organizational work culture and way of life.

Lean Manufacturing system is justified as a revolutionary tool for improving, manufacturing environment in India 
with the use of multi attribute decision model of analytical hierarchy process [8]. It is influential in reducing 
manufacturing lead-time, decreasing throughput time, improving production quality, increasing productivity by 
highlighting the positive impact of Lean Manufacturing in Indian industries. The result of study has quantified the 
Lean Manufacturing benefits by showing increased profit margin, quality improvement and reduction in inventory.

Implication of Lean Manufacturing in the purchasing and manufacturing functions has been reviewed by Deshmukh
[46]. It has been suggested that suppliers and manufacturing functions must be in assent with design planning and 
control describing Lean as a compulsory approach for the actions from incoming raw material to the finished goods
in order to get improved results.
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Dombrowski stated that Lean Manufacturing management needs a high degree of cultural aspects embedded in its 
development. Transformation in culture of the organisation requires commitment from top management along with 
work participation in decision making. Training and education to the employees is essential in order to implement 
and sustain cultural changes [3]. Cultural changes and their presence in background of Lean Manufacturing have
been highlighted in Indian industries.  It is observed as important initiative for industries to make conscious and 
deliberate efforts to change the work culture for successful implementation of Lean Manufacturing. 

Traditional concepts of quality and customer satisfaction have been challenged in recent years and new benchmarks 
have been established. Customer choices and perceptions have also been changing continuously. Lean 
Manufacturing is a philosophy embodying various fundamental concepts that result in a different way of doing 
business for most organizations. The fundamentals concepts of Lean Manufacturing contain:

� Value is any activity or input that increases the usefulness of the product or service to the customer or 
reduces the cost to the customer. Any activity or input that does not add value to the product or service is 
termed as waste and it should be eliminated or reduced. 

� Lean Manufacturing is a improvement journey with no end, it rewards on every accomplished step towards 
its implementation.

� Inventory is a waste. It hides the problems that should be solved rather than covered. Waste can regularly
be identified and eliminated by reducing some amount of inventory from the system, correcting the 
problems that payback, and then removing more inventories.

� The quality, product functionality, delivery schedule and evaluation of performance are to be done by 
customer and this drives to a customer oriented approach and a trend toward increasingly customized 
products and demand.

� Increasingly distinguished product line needs to improve flexible manufacturing system, quick response to 
delivery requests, design changes, and quantity changes, is essential to maintain high quality and low cost.

� Mutual respect and support based on openness and trust should exist among an organization, its employees, 
its suppliers, and its customers.

� A team effort is required to achieve world class manufacturing capability. Management, staff, and labor 
must participate. This implies increasing the flexibility, responsibility, and authority provided to the hourly 
worker.

� The employee who performs a task often is the best source of suggested improvements in the operation. It 
is important to employ the workers' brains, not merely their hands.

In recent times Lean Manufacturing is gaining acceptance among Indian industry. Many companies in India have 
applied effort for its implementation and till now there are numerous of successful cases in this regard [39]. Various 
research papers have published benefits of Lean Manufacturing implementation across India with most essential 
elements and obstacles faced by industries in its implementation. The Lean Manufacturing approach is an vast term 
which includes reduction of setup times to achieve smaller production lot sizes, Increased use of single piece flow 
processes, group technology cells, Increased use of multifunction workers, Increased manufacturing flexibility, 
Increased use of preventive maintenance, longer term relationships with suppliers, employee involvement programs 
such as quality circles, suggestion schemes etc. These Lean Manufacturing elements can grow in a continuous 
improvement environment, which is again responsibility of management with strong will power and requires 
cooperation from labor unions also. Lean Manufacturing affects all areas of a business; major changes take place in 
manufacturing management, purchasing, human resources management, and quality management. 

Implementation of Lean Manufacturing requires acceptance of the fundamental concepts of Lean Manufacturing 
system [31]. Focus should always be given on the need of removing waste in all its forms from every activity, which 
the organisation id performing. A Lean Manufacturing Enterprise will produce greater value for the shareholders, 
higher levels of customer satisfaction and above all greater employee satisfaction as all play an active role in 
continuous improvement.

Lean Manufacturing Elements: Different Lean Manufacturing elements are:-
� Buffer stock removal.
� Employee empowerment.
� Error proofing (poka-Yoke)
� Job enlargement.
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� Small Group Improvement Activities 
� Set up reduction.
� Improve OEE.
� Reduced start up time.
� Reducing low speed losses.
� Quick changeovers
� TPM
� Pull system.
� Good  Housekeeping
� Continual quality improvement.
� Total preventive maintenance.
� Process control.
� Multifunctional worker.
� Self-correction of defects.
� Short lead-time.
� Total quality control.
� Reduces work in process inventory.
� Safe working
� Standardization.
� Reduce   variability.
� Visibility of area of improvement.
� Flexible manufacturing.
� U-cell or Layout improvement.
� Line Balancing
� Pull System

Lean Manufacturing Enablers: Oehmen et al suggested that for successful implementation of Lean Manufacturing 
all the elements must be properly understood, measured and implemented. It is very difficult to take care each of 
these elements individually without any structured approach. The approach adopted here is to divide all the elements 
in to seven major elements or enablers, which contains some of Lean Manufacturing elements [35]. After proper 
division of all the Lean Manufacturing elements seven such enablers have been identified. These Seven Enablers of 
Lean Manufacturing are:

� Kaizen
� Lost Time Analysis
� Standard Work
� 5 S
� Autonomous maintenance
� Value stream mapping
� Visual management

Standard Work as Lean Enabler
The aim of standard work enabler is to decrease process variability by standardizing working during operations and 
improve productivity and quality by eliminating all types of waste. Standard Work is the process of making 
standards of doing all activities and formalization them such a way that they are followed by the operators actually 
during performing his task in operating machines to manufacture a part or to inspect the part after manufacturing.
Standard Work facilitates s the implementation of further improvements by easily integrating them into the actions 
of all employees. The main objective of Standard Work as Lean Manufacturing enabler is to:

• Work efficiently without wasteful motions 
• Sets the standard and allows visibility of areas of improvement.
• Allows labor flexibility, to respond to variations in customer demand.
• Achieving line balancing among all processes in terms of  production timing
• Reduces variability between operators and highlights variation inherent to the process.
• Helps to quantify and secure the gains from other improvement activities
• Work efficiently without wasteful motions
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III IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY OF STANDARD WORK

For successful implementation of Standard Work people must be considered as most essential element.
Active participation of responsible people for the area will certainly result in successful implementation of Standard 
Work. Team participation to create and implement Standard Work will make actual difference to the operational 
performance of the place of work. Demonstrating all the relevant information at the work place is must do activity 
so as they are reference for the team for adherence. For most important is to make Standard Work instructions easily 
accessible the arrangement and explain of Standard Work directions must be easily and promptly understandable by 
all workers. There are four steps to implement Standard Work:

1. Waste removal
2. Documentation of  work cycles
3. Apply work standardization 
4. Continuous improvements

1. Waste removal
First aim of any waste elimination exercise is to eliminate visible waste from actions of the operators. The first cycle 
of waste removal must be accomplished before documentation of work cycles; otherwise waste will be formalized 
into the process. Every action performed by the operator is to be separated as value-added (VA), non value-added 
(NVA), or waste. 

2. Documentation of work cycles
After the initial waste removal cycle, the work area is in a condition to record the work cycles of the process. This. 
A distinct work cycles must be agreed as there may be some variation of methods between shifts or production 
teams, and the best solution should always be used. There are three steps in the process of making the Standard work 
cycles :

i. Determine the current state
Current state data is collected with considerations of all activities and involvement of team. Determination of current 
state involves operation sequences, measurement of actions on time scale and movement of operator during 
working.
Operator action s must be recorded separating manual work, walking and waiting time. 

ii. Determine the improved method of work
Determination of the improved method of work is conducted by the team after optimizing the timing , sequence and 
work method considering elimination of all forms of waste. The optimal actions must be established to produce a 
part or run a machine.

iii. Record the Standard Work for implementation
Recording of the Standard Work cycles is a critical activity. The recorded work cycles must be easy to understand, 
providing clear instructions and must be easy to incorporate any change in future. 

3. Apply work standardization 
Work cycles generated and documented should contribute to the help of the working group. Work cycles must be 
understood with clarity and employees should commit to adhere to the standard work cycles. 
The full benefits of standard work cycles technique can only be gained if they are fully and effectively implemented
and are sustained. Standard Work is a dominating tool to implement Lean Manufacturing to achieve improvements
in manufacturing processes if applied properly. Measurable of Standard Work

i. Ascertain that the cycle time meets customer demand.
The time interval available to meet customer demand is called the Takt Time. The target of any manufacturing shop
is to keep production cycle time equal to or closely below the Takt time. This will create a waste-free manufacturing 
capacity. Many manufacturing processes have some basic wastes that do not add value, such as walking between 
machines and performing quality checks.
Takt Time = Total Available Time per period /Customer Demand per period
The first focus must be on eliminating pure waste such as waiting and reducing the non value-added time used in 
performing activities that does not add value directly. The authentic cycle time is termed as the time between the 
completions of succeeding components. This must be applicable for the entire product alternative that pass through 
the area. The first step when cell balancing is to eliminate waste activities to allow the actual cycle time to meet the 
target cycle time:
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Figure1: Chart showing unbalance manufacturing cell.

In this example, some of the labour content from operator 1 have been moved to operator 2, so that the entire cell 
meets the target cycle time:

Figure 2: Chart showing balanced manufacturing cell after redistribution of operator activities.

ii. Ascertain that the optimum number of operators is utilized
If a cell is not balanced efficiently there may be possibility to reallocate the content of worker activities or eliminate 
waste activities and make an operator available for other activities. The purpose must be to achieve the ‘optimum’ 
number of operators to meet the customer demand.
Optimum number of operators = (VA + NVA time)/Target cycle time

4. Continuous improvements 
Continuous improvements process is iterative and cyclic in nature. These work cycles must be frequently reviewed 
to implement changes required based on flexibility of demand, compose necessary changes in layout or to include 
product and process improvements.  

IV CASE STUDY

The case study is performed with at a company XYZ, Limited which is an MNC engaged in manufacturing of power 
transmission automotive parts for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles. The company has implemented 
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Lean Manufacturing and has gained significant improvement in operational performance with the implementation of 
Lean Manufacturing. The presented case is an example of Lean enabler Standard work implementation in a 
manufacturing cell to eliminate waste. Major problems in the studied cell is lower people productivity, high lead 
time of manufacturing the parts because of batch production, High WIP inventory, resulting around ten times 
waiting time than actual processing time of the parts. To cope up the problems focus area is to improve the operator 
productivity using cell balancing techniques 

To implement Standard of work of Lean enabler following sub steps were taken for Implementation of standard 
work 

a) Study of  layout and  material flow 
b) Data collection,
c) Analysis of data and decision making,
d) Implementation of actions decided,
e) Monitor and comparison of the results. 

a) Study of  layout and  material flow 

Figure 3: Block diagram showing layout of cell studied 

b) Data collection

i) Takt Time Calculation:
Customer Demand (for the month) = 1720 / per day
Available work Time = 24 Hours                 = 1440 min
Less 3 breaks of Lunch @ 30 min. each    = 90 min
Less 6 breaks of  Tea @ 10 min. each    =  60 min
Total Available Time                                     = 1290 min/day
Takt Time = 77400 sec/1720 unit = 45 seconds
Conclusion of calculation 
Pull demand from cell = one unit every 45 Seconds.

ii) Target Cycle Time Calculation:
Production Requirement = 1720 / per day
Change over In the month (as per plan) = 6 nos.
Changeover time =600 min

Rolling
Grooving

Induction 
Hardening

  OD 
grinding

Washing 2Crack 
checkin

Washing 1

Material 
OUT

Material
IN

Arrow showing sequence of operations and direction of material flow

Showing operator deployment
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Total Changeover time in a month = 3600 min
Changeover time per day = 3600 min/25 working days

= 144 mins/day   or   8640 Secs/day. 8640/1720 =5.2 Sec
= 5.02 Seconds lost to special allowance i.e. changeover time 

Target Cycle time = 45(Takt) – 5.02(SPA) = 39.98 sec.

Standard work combination table (SWCT) preparation for analysis work content of each operator in the cell. (SWCT 
is a table, which is used for data collection pertaining to operator activities with respect to time. In SWCT each 
activity is recorded to find out the time consumed for each activity and total time by operator for doing all assigned 
activities. SWCT helps in examining the loading pattern of operator i.e. the time for which operator is working, 
moving or waiting. )

Table 1: Standard Work Combination Table for operator #1(rolling and grooving)
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Table 2: Standard Work Combination Table for operator #2(Induction hardening)

Table3: Standard Work combination Table for operator #3 (OD Grinding)
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Table 4: Standard Work combination Table for operator #4(Washing, crack and oiling)

      

c) Analysis of data and decision making

Once the data has been collected it is analyzed for decision making for loading pattern  and making uniform loading 
of operators, ideal requirement of operator for doing the same job(staffing calculation), present deployment of 
manpower against the same. The table is the result of data collected by SWCTs prepared by doing time study in the 
cell. This is mean value of time taken five times for the repeated activities. The table below shows that operator no1 
has manual time for which he is actual working is 12 seconds while walking time is 6 seconds for next 10 seconds 
he is waiting for completion of machine cycle hence he is working only for 12 seconds as value addition to work 
contents. For next 10 seconds it may be necessary to move for operating the next machine as he is operating two 
machines simultaneously (grooving and rolling as shown in the cell layout). This operator is loaded for 18 seconds 
and he remains idle for ten second. For this time this operator can be utilized for doing another activity. 

Table 5: Total time distribution for all the four operators

Operator
Manual 

time
Walking 

time
Waiting 

time
Actual cycle 

time
Target cycle 

time
Unassigned 

time

Rolling & Grooving 12 6 10 28 39.98 11.98

Induction hardening 22 0 14 36 39.98 3.98

OD Grinding 14 1 24 39 39.98 0.98

Crack, wash & oiling 17 17 0 34 39.98 5.98

Total 65 24 48 137 39.98 22.98

Actual work content for operator no1 it is 28 seconds as compare with the target cycle time of 40 seconds, this also 
shows that his work content are already short by 12 seconds. This time can also be utilized for doing another job in 
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addition of waiting time of ten seconds. After analysis it was concluded that operator no.1 can be assigned another 
job of 22 seconds and in present condition he is under-loaded as per pull system.

39.98 39.98 39.98 39.98
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Rolling & Grooving Induction hardening OD Grinding Crack, wash & oiling
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e 
Ti
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e

Manual time Walking time Waiting time
Unutilised time Target cycle time

Figure 4: Current state of Line balancing based on Standard Work Combination Table

Summary Report:
Takt Time:                                             = 45 Seconds
Target Cycle Time:                            = 39.98 Seconds
Customer Requirement   =1720 parts
Total Work Unit Manual Time:            =64 Seconds
Total Work Unit Walk Time:                 =24 Seconds
Total Work Unit Wait Time:                  =48 Seconds
Target work unit staffing:                       =2.80    
Longest Operator Actual Cycle Time:     =39 Seconds
Longest Operator Actual Cycle Time Vs Target Cycle Time = 39 Vs 39.98

Calculation of operator required.
No. of operators required = Total Manual Time + Total Walk Time

Target Cycle Time

= (12+22+14+17) + (6+1+17)*2
39.98

= 2.80 Operators at one time
(Note: Considering that walk time will double as the m/c’s are far apart.)
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Figure5: Line balancing after implementation of Standard work
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Implementation of actions decided,

i. Operator activities redefined: Operator activities were redefined to achieve uniform loading in the cell. Number of 
operators was reduced from four to three by providing equal load to each operator. Operator running induction 
hardening machine was deployed to run outer diameter grinding machine to reduce waiting time. 

ii. Training / motivation to operators for synchronized work:  Operators were trained to work in a team as per 
changing requirement of standardized work environment. Proper incentive scheme was also introduced for the 
operators working at two stations simultaneously.

iii. Batch production switched into single piece flow: A trolley containing 250 nos. of components was used to carry 
parts in work in progress area resulting in time lost in loading/unloading the trolley along with space occupation in 
the cell. It was eliminated by providing conveyors in the cell hence resulted in replacing batch production in single 
piece flow in the line. After that only two trolleys were under use one at the Material-IN and second at Material-Out
point.

iv. Reduction of changeover time:  To improve flexibility in manufacturing system changeover time was reduced at 
one of the machine (grooving).   In the case example different holding fixtures were required for different models, 
which was time consuming no value added activity. Fixture was modified such that one common fixture was able to 
hold all the models hence reduction of changeover time from 30 minutes per changeover to only 10 minutes. 

e) Monitoring and comparison of the results

After implementation of Standard work as Lean Manufacturing enabler it was observed that the gain is reduction in 
manpower from four to three resulting in increase in productivity by 24.8% i.e. from 21.2 parts per man per hour to 
28.2 parts per man per hour. Trolleys system was changed to conveyor in the cell for material handling resulting in 
reduction in WIP from 500 nos. of part at a time to 130 parts at any time. Reduction in change-over time by 
introduction of new design of fixture by 66.68% i.e. from 30 minutes to 10 minutes per change- over was observed. 

V CONCLUSION

The real life case has been studied to examine the implication of Lean manufacturing in operational performance of 
manufacturing processes. Major contributor in Lean Manufacturing implementation studied was Standard work as 
enabler of Lean Manufacturing. It is observed that implementation of Standard work has resulted in improvement of 
labor productivity, reduction in WIP inventory and improved flexibility by reducing changeover time. This 
improvement have financial impact as saving of one operator per shift will improve labor cost per part 
manufacturing and hence direct impact on financial results. Concurrently employee’s involvement in operational 
results improvement will positively impact morale of employees. This kind of examples have positive impact on 
organisational Performance of the Indian industries and benefits gained with implementation of Standard work will 
also have excellent impact Lean manufacturing drive in Indian industry. Indian industry should focus on Lean 
Manufacturing implementation to improve productivity, quality, cost competitiveness, reduce inventory, improve 
flexibility and get better financial results to stay competitive in global market.
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